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Abstract—Cooperation and competition are a fundamental part of human interaction. In each situation, different people will cooperate or compete with one another in different ways. In this paper, we study the relationship between how people feel about the person they are interacting with (the affective identity of that person) and their level of cooperation in different circumstances. Standard game-theoretic models provide solutions to what self-interested rational agents would do in various situations. However, humans don’t respond rationally in many situations, and the decision to cooperate can be strongly influenced by the identities of the interactants. In this study, over 1,000 participants answered a survey about whether they would cooperate in various framings of the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD). These framings are based on the shared cultural sentiments in a three dimensional emotion space (Evaluation, Potency and Activity or EPA) about identities measured in existing large scale surveys. We combined 27 such identities with a set of five different payoff matrices, and provide statistical correlates between the sentiments about identities and likelihood of cooperation. We show that the evaluative (E) dimension is a strong predictor of cooperation, and we discuss the other factors including mixing terms. Our results provide a novel alternative view of cooperation in PD as arising simply from culturally shared sentiments about identities, rather than from payoff estimates.

1. Introduction

When deciding whether to cooperate with someone, humans consider a wide range of criteria. Most game-theoretic models consider how rational agents would interact with each other and the general conclusion is that they will act in a way that maximizes their payoff. In reality, humans often display a bias towards cooperative behavior, much more so than what is predicted by simple models of rational self-interested agents [1]. These biases are often attributed to inherent properties of people such as fairness, morality or inequity aversion [2], [3], [4], [5], and these properties are added to utility measures to essentially change the nature of the game being played into one that favors cooperative solutions. Many of these properties have emotional interpretations (e.g. fairness is related to guilt), and emotional appraisals have been given rationalistic interpretations as elements in reinforcement learning [6]. However, there are few interpretations of cooperative behaviour that are directly based in a coherent theory of collective emotions. Rather, taking an individualistic approach, most theories relegate emotions to descriptive individual cognitive interpretations of payoff structures or the framing of context. Here we take a different view, and propose that emotional interpretations of a situation are one of the primary motivational forces behind cooperative behaviour. This is in line with neurophysiological evidence of a “low road” guiding action in a way that promotes socio-cultural alignment and homeostasis [7], [8]. We propose that the framing of a situation in terms of identity (i.e. who a person believes they are, what role they are playing, and what role their playing partners are playing) is critical in determining how people will interact with one another. Identity is a well studied notion in psychology, but usually on a denotative level only (e.g. using identity labels such as doctor or mother). Here, we follow an affective social psychological tradition, and view identity as a connotative entity, such that each identity is interpreted in an emotional dimensional space. These emotional interpretations have been proposed as a motivating influence on human choice in social dilemmas [9]. The emotional space is three dimensional, consisting of dimensions of evaluation/valence/pleasure (E/V/P), power/dominance (P/D), and activity (A). This EPA (sometimes called PAD or VAD) space has been extensively studied in sociology [10], later in psychology [11], and has been shown to be cross-culturally very stable and replicable [12], [13].

In this paper, we present results from an experiment in which participants chose preferred actions in a Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) game that was framed in a number of ways according to identity and game payoff matrices. The identities were chosen to span the EPA space, and we show that humans base their decision to cooperate primarily on the identity of the person they are interacting with. Furthermore, we show how influential each of the dimensions in the emotional EPA space are in the decision of whether to cooperate with someone. The main result is that humans base their decision to cooperate primarily on how good the other interactant is (on the Evaluative dimension). We also show that the payoff structure does not have a significant
influence on the decision to cooperate.

In Section 2, we review the relevant literature on emotions in cooperative games, the prisoners dilemma, as well as on identity and emotion as related to the study. Then in Section 3, we describe the framing of the PD and the experimental setup. Section 4 describes results followed by a discussion of limitations and future work.

2. Related Work

Rational choice has largely dominated economic theory, leading to inconsistencies when considering simple games with social interdependence (e.g. social dilemmas). Humans in social dilemmas have been good at finding what appear to be non-rational or non-equilibrium solutions that are non-deficient and more globally beneficial. Behavioural economists have tackled this problem by proposing a variety of mechanisms that explain the experimental evidence of prosocial (e.g. cooperative) behaviour in humans. Early work on motivational choice [2] proposed a probabilistic relationship between game outcomes (payoffs) and cooperative behaviour. This led to the proposition that humans make choices based on a modified utility function that includes some reward for fairness [3] or penalty for inequity [4]. More recently, cooperative behaviour has been linked to altruism through factors like kinship, direct reciprocity, or indirect reciprocity via reputation [15]. Further, it appears that fairness or inequity adjustments may not be comprehensive enough to account for human behaviour across all games, and a morality concept that is not based on outcomes can be used as a more parsimonious account [5]. However, the question of how this morality is defined is left as an open question.

Framing effects are a well studied aspect of social dilemmas and economic games, and can be categorized as being either based on valence or context [31]. While valence framings study the relative impact of gains vs. losses, context frames study the impact of other aspects of the problem statement, including settings and identities. No proposed theory can explain both types of effects across a range of economic games [31].

Motivational and strategic solution concepts for cooperation that are based on group membership have also been demonstrated [1]. For example, Akerlof and Kranton have proposed an economic model in which an individual’s utility function is dependent upon their identity (so called identity economics) [16]. Earlier work on social identity theory foreshadowed this economic model by noting that simply assigning group membership increases individual cooperation [17], [18]. Other authors have also confirmed that group membership influences individual choice (e.g. [19]). This work has been contested by the counter-argument that it is not the group membership that increases cooperation, but rather that the group membership increases individual’s beliefs that others will cooperate (see [1]). The difference is then between group membership as a motivational solution (i.e. being in a group actually changes ones payoff structure in some way), or as a strategic solution (i.e. being in a group changes ones beliefs about future events). In recent work, it has been shown that these two solution concepts may not be significantly different. By considering identity as a shared cultural and affective quantity, beliefs about group membership are directly connected to beliefs about strategic choices. That is, the very meaning of the group by definition is an affective one, and this affective sentiment is also explicitly connected to beliefs about behaviours (e.g. good people do good things to good people, but its ok for good people to do bad things to bad people). Using these core principles, and the mathematical structure of affect control theory [20], we have shown that human behaviour in the PD is accounted for more closely [21], [22].

The Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) is perhaps the best studied social dilemma, with early experiments in 1958 [23], [24] leading to the classic experiments of Axelrod in 1981 [25]. Although pure defection is a dominant strategy for any version of the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma for which the number of rounds (including one) is known by the players [26], human participants do not play the game rationally (in the game theoretic sense), instead showing high rates of cooperation [24]. Human play in the PD is known to deviate from simpler solution concepts like homophily (copying your partner as in tit-for-tat), instead being more in line with moody conditional cooperation, which is more forgiving, and more cooperative in the long term [27].

The unifying theme throughout all this work is that emotional factors strongly influence play and lead to cooperative (seemingly altruistic) behaviour in social dilemmas. Trivers [28] argues that such altruism would almost certainly have been an advantageous trait for early groups of humans to have, citing cases that come at a small cost to the giver, but result in a large benefit for the receiver. Examples include sharing food and tools, helping the wounded, sick, or very young, and sharing knowledge. Further, small, stable groups would have provided ample opportunity for acts of altruism to be applied to kin, or to be reciprocated by the receiver in the future. As a means of encouraging such acts, Trivers proposes the development (or at least co-option) of emotion. Sympathy is an impetus to help those in need; gratitude promotes returning the favour and guilt dissuades from cheating others in the group. Antos et al. [29] have worked from these concepts and focussed on trust, showing that humans trust agents whose emotions match their actions. Van Kleef proposes that emotional signals will carry different meanings in cooperative vs. competitive situations, but leaves open the question of how cooperativeness is appraised in the first place [30].

The connotative (affective) meaning of a person’s identity forms the basis for a well-established sociological view of human interaction based on emotional alignment called Affect Control Theory (ACT) [20]. The idea is that people try to establish an affective meaning for each partner in an interaction, and then use a non-linear dynamical system
to make consistent predictions about future actions. The affective meanings and the dynamical system are culturally shared and so result in consistent behaviour in culturally similar partners. Affective meanings are defined in a three dimensional emotional space of Evaluation - goodness versus badness, Potency - powerfulness versus powerlessness and Activity - liveliness versus torpidity. These three dimensions were uncovered in large cross-cultural surveys using semantic differentials in the 1950s [10], and more recently replicated [13]. The scales for E,P and A are defined (by historical convention) between −4.3 and +4.3. For example, an individual can hold the identity “child” which maps to the EPA point [1.45, −0.76, 2.10] as most people regard a child as someone moderately good and active but not very powerful. The identity “scrooge” maps to the EPA point [−1.36, 0.08, −1.62] as a scrooge is someone relatively bad and passive but neutral on potency. ACT states that an individual will seek to act in ways that conform to their identity. For example, a scrooge may “scoff at” [−1.62, −0.90, −1.00] someone as this behavior would maintain the identity of the scrooge [20].

Sociologists have compiled numerous large-scale surveys of affective meanings of identities, behaviours (action words), modifiers (e.g. emotions) and settings (e.g. locations and institutions). These surveys are carried out using semantic differential scales which ask respondents to rate concepts on scales with opposing adjectives at each end (e.g. good ↔ bad, or strong ↔ weak). Surveys have been carried out in the USA, Canada, Germany, and Japan, with recent work in North Africa. Surveys provide mean ratings by both men and women (although these are rarely significantly different). The survey methodology and some of the datasets are described in [33]. All EPA ratings in this paper come from the Ontario 2001 dataset [32].

In this work, we demonstrate a strong correlation between cooperation in the PD with a person’s evaluation (on a good vs. bad axis) of the identity of their partner. This finding is in line with the morality concept of Capraro and Rand [5] which shows that more cooperation is induced, the more “good” the partner is evaluated to be. Our work is also well aligned with our previous studies of the PD, showing that human behaviour is well replicated by emotional identity dynamics [22]. Our study connects evaluation scores for identities gathered in large-scale sociological surveys in the affect control theory literature from 2001, with cooperative behaviour in the PD in our study in 2017. This arises because of the temporal stability of culturally shared sentiments about identities, as previously established [33].

3. Prisoner’s Dilemma

In the classic framing of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, you and a fellow gang member are caught at a crime scene and the police take you to separate rooms. They have evidence to convict each of you for a crime that serves a one year prison sentence. The principal crime has a three year prison sentence but the police have insufficient evidence to convict either of you for that - unless there is a verbal testimony against the other person. The police offer each of you the option to testify against the fellow gang member and in return, they will let you off the one year sentence and go free. The only catch is - if both of you testify against each other, then both are found guilty and will serve a reduced two year prison sentence for the principal crime. This is represented (see Table 1) with $T > C > D > S$ as is the case in this example. $C > D$ implies mutual cooperation is superior to mutual defection while $T > C$ and $D > S$ imply that defection is the dominant strategy for two rational agents.

When considering this through the cultural affective lens, the identity “gang member” maps to the EPA point [−1.46, 0.78, 1.07]. Most people would opt for betraying the gang member as this is the reasonable option (on a socio-emotional level) when considering where “gang member” is located in the EPA space (E very negative). However if we consider the identity “neighbour” which has a rating of EPA= [1.35, 0.08, 0.04], we hypothesize that a significantly larger percentage of individuals would opt for cooperation.

To test this, we chose 27 identities spaced evenly in the central part of the Evaluation-Potency-Activity (EPA) space, taken from $E = \{1.5, 0, -1.5\} \times P = \{1.5, 0, -1.5\} \times A = \{1.5, 0, -1.5\}$. For each combination of E,P, and A in these sets, we sought an identity in the Ontario 2001 ACT lexicon [32] that was close². To test the influence of various identities in the Prisoner’s Dilemma, we kept the payoff matrix ratios approximately constant but altered the quantities to see if a gain or loss influences the decision. The payoff matrices presented range from $T > C > D > S$ - only positive outcomes whether you cooperate or compete, to $0 \geq T > C > D > S$ - only non-positive outcomes. The payoff matrices can be sorted according to how positively they frame the PD, using a discretization of $K = D/\text{MAX}(ABS(T, C, D, S))$ into five payoff matrix categories, $c = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$, bounded by $K \geq 0.5, 0.5 > K > 0, K = 0, 0 > K \geq -0.5, -0.5 > K$, respectively. These categories order the PDs according to how positively vs. negatively the payoffs are framed, with larger category index $c$ indicating a more negative framing.

From the 5 payoff matrices and 27 identities - we constructed 27 Prisoner’s Dilemmas assigning payoff structures to identities at random. These PDs have different context (identity) and valence (gains/losses) framings. For example, the PD presented in Figure 1 is for identity “bully”

| TABLE 1. GENERAL AND EXAMPLE REWARD MATRIX. PAYOFFS ARE FOR (ROW,COLUMN) PLAYERS. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Cooperator | Cooperate | Defect |
| Defect | T,S | D,D |
| Silent | -1,-1 | -3,0 |
| Betray | 0,-3 | -2,-2 |

2. We used either male or female ratings depending on which was closest to the target point.
The school bully and you are caught for damaging school supplies and the dean asks you who’s to blame.

You cooperate Bully cooperate
You keep quiet
Bully keeps quiet
(pay no fine, pay no fine)

You compete Bully cooperate
You blame bully
Bully keeps quiet
(pay $100 reward, pay $200 for damage)

You cooperate Bully compete
You keep quiet
Bully blames you
(pay $200 for damage, get $100 reward)

You compete Bully compete
You blame bully
Bully blames you
(pay $100 fine, pay $100 fine)

Figure 1. Example question from the survey for the identity “bully”

(EPA=[−1.77, 1.17, 1.29]: negative, powerful and active) with a payoff structure of \( T = 100, C = 0, D = −100, S = −200 \) (defection is framed as a loss).

The study was conducted online, after receiving full clearance from the University of Waterloo Research Ethics Board. Subjects were recruited through a list of online contacts maintained by the first author, and are mostly made up of younger North American adults. The online questionnaire consisting of the 27 PDs were sent out to 1,194 participants. Participants were 95% males from the USA (45%), Canada (26%) and Germany (8%), in age groups 18-24 (53%), 25-34 (23%) and 35-44 (14%). For each PD, users were asked whether they would cooperate or compete (defect) with the identity they were interacting with. PDs were presented in a randomized order for each participant. Due to the length of the questionnaire, many participants did not complete it entirely resulting in just over 1,000 responses per PD. As the order was randomized, the missing data was randomly spread across the PD frames.

4. Results

The results of the questionnaire, ordered by cooperation rate, are presented in Table 2. The first column shows the number of participants who rated that PD. Then, each row shows the label used in the PD framing as well as the E, P, and A values and which gender did the rating, along with the payoff matrix category and the T, C, D and S values and units for those values. The rightmost column shows the cooperation rate across all subjects. Time-based units are shown as negative (as they are lost time).

With the results of the questionnaire above, we can see over 50% of participants opted for cooperation in 17 of the 27 scenarios, while a self-interested rational agent would never cooperate in all 27 scenarios. We also see there are 7 scenarios where over 70% of humans would cooperate and 3 scenarios over 80%. There is clearly a strong relationship between the cooperation rate and the evaluation dimension, highlighted in Figure 2. Thus, how “good” the partner is in the frame is the strongest predictor of how likely participants were to cooperate with them. \( \chi^2 \) tests for the main effects of the sign of each identity rating (E, P, and A either \( >0 \) or \( <= 0 \)), as well as for the sign of the defection payoff (D) show that while Evaluation and Potency are highly significant (\( p < 0.001 \)), Activity is not and the defection payoff is only weakly significant (see Table 3). Thus, while the valence framing shows an effect, the context framing in terms of evaluation of the identity is much stronger. Power (P) also shows an effect, but is reversed (cooperation is more likely with weaker identities).

A multivariate linear regression with all six degree-2 polynomial features in E, P and A yields the parameters shown in Table 4, with a coefficient of determination of \( R^2 = 80\% \), and an overall \( p \)-value of 0.000012.

This confirms our result that the Evaluation dimension has the biggest influence on cooperation, specifically a positive 14% influence to cooperation as compared to the next biggest influence of 3%.

The above result shows us a clear relationship between the Evaluation dimension and decision to cooperate. We also investigated how influential the payoff structure was in comparison by dividing the data into the five payoff categories as described in Section 3. We found no consistent or significant effects in cooperation rates, but the strong correlation between Evaluation and cooperation was still present in each category.

We augmented the linear regression with the payoff category \( \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\} \), and another for the product of category with evaluation. These parameter had small coefficients of \(-0.005\) and \(0.004\) (\( t = -0.29\) and \( t = 0.28\), \( Pr(|t| < |t|) = 0.78\) and 0.79, respectively), suggesting that the payoffs have little impact on the cooperation rate, possibly because they don’t present inequity or fairness differences.
5. Limitations and Future Work

A clear limitation of the study is that over 95% of the participants were males, over 70% were North American, and over 50% were between the age of 18-24, creating a sampling bias. Further, the identity ratings shown in Table 2 are also from a sample of North American undergraduates in 2001. Given the known individualism of North Americans [34], the results may not generalize to more collectivist cultures, and we hypothesize these results are skewed towards competition when compared globally. Further, linear regression gives an $R^2$ value of 80%, suggesting there may be better statistical models, or more relevant factors we have not accounted for.

A major assumption we make is to assume only the identity and payoff structure influences the decision to cooperate. We could also map the setting (i.e. location of the event) into EPA space, using affective settings ratings from the same body of research [35], and this may affect the conclusions. We did not account for the different payoff values in Table 2, as it was difficult to find relationships between the units. Nevertheless, the payoff structures were similar in terms of inequity, and so the results do not inform us about the relative importance of identity frames vs. outcome structures beyond differences in gains/losses.

Nowak provides us with a theoretical framework addressing how cooperation could evolve through natural selection [15]. Although we don’t investigate the matter, we hypothesize there is a relationship between the EPA space and the various ways cooperation can evolve. For example, kin selection is a method that allows cooperation to evolve. Looking at the relationship between cooperation and identities such as “brother” and “daughter” among other kin related identities would yield some interesting results.

The data suggests that the potency dimension may have a negative correlation to cooperation, and that while Evaluation and Activity alone may be positively correlated to cooperation, the mixed effect of Evaluation and Activity seems negatively correlated to cooperation. The data also suggest that the more negative the payoffs were - the more people were inclined to defect, possibly a reflection of the risk averse nature of humans [14]. These suggestions could
be further analyzed. The 55% intercept could be investigated to see if this is an indication of a bias towards cooperation.

In the future, we plan to investigate other payoff structures, social and moral dilemmas, iterated games and networked games. The connections to behavioural economics are of interest, and we plan to investigate further how utility and emotions are connected in the human mind.

6. Conclusion

Taking an socio-affective view of cooperation, we derive 27 framings of the Prisoner’s Dilemmas and sample over 1,000 people asking them whether they would cooperate or compete in various scenarios. We provide descriptive results on how humans would respond in various situations as opposed to normative results by considering how rational agents would respond. Using multivariate linear regression we show the decision to cooperate is strongly influenced by the identity in the frame. Our results point to an alternative explanation for human behaviour in social dilemmas as arising from shared cultural and affective interpretations of social situations, rather than from payoff structures alone.
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